
Sponsor Minutes 5 

Date: 02 November 2017 
Time: 1300 – 1430 
Venue:  Scoots Office 
  
Attendees: 
 

 

 

 

Clients: 

He Huili 
Jonathan Chew  
Poon Swee Heng 
Terence Tan  
Victoria Koh  
Yvette Kou 
 
Captain Rob 
Kristine 
 

  
Agenda: 1. Demonstrate CARS IOS’s high fidelity prototype to Training Manager 

2. Gather Feedback on CARS Web’s low fidelity prototype from Training 
Manager to confirm user requirement 

3. Redefine requirements for CARS Web  
4. Present project outline to Training Manager (Actual user) 
5. Set dates for future UAT and fortnightly meetings 
 

Discussion Content: 

Assessment process:  

- One instructor will usually test 2 pilots at a time, especially for base check. There would be a 

need to refer to two forms simultaneously during the assessment.  

- LOE Assessment is 1 pilot to 1 instructor ratio. 

- There might be a rare occasion of assessing 4 pilots at a time (Corner case).  

- There is a total of 17 instructors.  

- There are different phases of assessments for pilots: Base Check, Simulator Phase, LOE Phase 1, 

LOE Phase 2, and Line Check. 

- After the assessments, results on paper forms are tabulated into the database manually. After 

that, the form is passed to Training Manager for review, comment and action (Signing is 

required). The forms are then sorted and stored in files. It would take 5 min to transfer the 

information into the database and an hour daily just to look through forms. 

- Human errors are unavoidable when there might an inaccuracy of data, loss of forms and storing 

in wrong files. Waste of time is incurred to amend the mistakes. 

Grading criteria: 

- A rating of 1 for any criteria or rating of 2 in 3 criteria in the Base Check assessment is an 

immediate failure. 

- Except for Base check and line check, other assessments are assessed using a different metric: 

Master (M), Consolidate (C), Practice (P), Apply (A), Describe (D) and N/O (Not observed). 



- Training is non-jeopardy to recommendations for promotion. 

Information on Approval process by CAAS: 

- Software must ensure signature cannot be doctored. (Finger signature) 

- Forms must not be editable after submission. 

- Pilot and Assessor have to redo the form side by side should there a need for changes. 

- Backup of forms in database is required. 

 

Recommendation for promotion: 

- Seniority is the basis for promotion but minimum requirement for certain assessment is 

required. Pilot who joins the airline first would be promoted first. 

- Promotion is restricted by disciplinary status (ON/OFF). The period for probation would ban pilot 

immediately from being promoted regardless the context of the disciplinary issue. Pilots would 

be issued a “reprimand” which usually spans from 6 months to a year. This removes his eligibility 

for promotions through the same year. However, the duration would be useful information in 

deciding if promotion can be recommendation in time to come.  

- Assessment for promotion would trace back to records 3 years ago. 

 

IOS Demonstration: 

- Forms should be saved as pdf in the naming convention: license number_type_date. (E.g. 

508210_BC_2017-11-02) 

- Pilot licenses are categorised as 3 types: 

o CPL commercial pilot 

o ATPL airline transport pilot 

o PPL Private pilot 

- Assessment result should be saved and compiled into two separate forms (One of them would 

be assessment form and instrument rating test form). 

- Useful information on pilot profile before assessment: 

o Base check - base check expiry 

o Line check - line check expiry, medical expiry, Safety and Emergency Procedure expiry  

CARS WebApp Low-Fi: 

- For Pilot page, filter according to fleet types (A320, B787) and rank (captain, first officer) 

- Modifying ranking function based on grading criteria as discussed 

- Do not prefer training/result as a grading criteria 

- Only some of the courses would be weighed (Base check and line check) 

Others:  

- It would take 2 hours to create a form but this is not common and only minor changes are 

required.  

- Visualisation of pilot performance over consecutive period would be useful. An alert would be 

useful to detect those pilots who are lagging in performance. 



- Detection of multiple pilots scoring low under a specific assessor would be useful to moderate 

results. 

 

-  Task Assigned to Due Date 
1  
 
 
2 
 

Amend High Fidelity Prototype for CARS 
IOS before next meeting  
 
Amend High Fidelity Prototype for CARS 
Web before next meeting  

Huili/ Swee Heng 
 
 
Terence/Victoria 

10/11/2017 
 
 
10/11/2017 

    

3  
 
4 
 

Redefine the user requirement  
 
Confirm date for next meeting Captain 
Rob  

Jonathan  
 
Jonathan 

12/11/2017 
 
3/11/2017 
 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 2.30pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 

Prepared by, 
Terence Tan 

 

Vetted and edited by, 
Jonathan Chew 

 

 

 

 


